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ON THE 
MOVE  
AND  
ON THE  
riseTAKING THE NEXT STEP

We’re growing  
to meet the 
demands  
of an ever- 
evolving world. 



FROM  
THE dean

Carla Brodley 
was appointed dean 
of CCIS in 2014.
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At CCIS, we are inspired by our  
information-driven world—and strive to 
make it a better place. Our students engage 
in rigorous learning and real-world co-op 
experiences. Our renowned faculty shape 
minds, spark innovation, and inspire ideas.  
Our interdisciplinary research breaks new 
ground to solve everyday problems.

We believe computer science is every-
where. It’s in the technology that brings 
people together, the data that fuels 
discoveries, and the health care that saves  
lives. In a world where computer science 
matters for everyone, CCIS leads the way.

Our college is growing like never before, 
enrolling highly motivated students and 
recruiting exceptional professors. Academic 
and co-op programs evolve to meet the 
demands of an ever-changing workforce. 
Dedicated advisors and coordinators  
build connections and confidence. And  
our committed staff provides support  
every step of the way. One team,  
working together.

This is CCIS. On the move,  
on the rise, and ready for the future.

Dean Carla Brodley
College of Computer  
and Information Science

Welcome TO THE  
COLLEGE OF COMPUTER AND  
INFORMATION SCIENCE (CCIS)

This IS CCIS
A close-knit community with  
all the resources of a large, urban university.

Innovative, interdisciplinary programs that deliver  
real-world insight and know-how.

Transformative research that crosses  
disciplines to solve challenges both big and small.

Students who are diverse, determined,  
and driven by an entrepreneurial spirit.

Faculty that is experienced, engaged, and  
focused on hands-on learning.

FROM  
THE dean



our
PROGRAMS

At CCIS, we are inspired by an increasingly 
interconnected society. Informed by a rapidly 
changing job market. Focused on addressing 
the challenges of a complex world. Our goal  
is to equip students with knowledge as 
diverse as it is deep. 

We deliver with programs that provide  
a strong technical foundation and an essential  
understanding of computing concepts while 
integrating computer, data, and information 
sciences across disciplines and industries—
from biology to business, psychology  
to design.

Our programs are designed to fit individual 
pursuits. CCIS Meaningful Minors enable 
students to pursue a minor that ties our 
curriculum to another Northeastern major. 

Combined majors pair a CCIS degree  
with another area of study, such as CS  
and Physics or CS and Design. Meanwhile, 
our academic advising and co-op teams 
forge new pathways to success.

We believe the high-tech workforce should 
reflect the diverse population. That’s why  
we work to address the shortage of 
women and underrepresented minorities 
in computing—and make sure computer 
science is accessible for everyone.

Interdisciplinary  
PROGRAMS DESIGNED  
FOR TODAY’S WORLD
Undergraduate 
Core programs prepare students for success 
by delivering strong technical skills and a deep  
understanding of computer, data, and information  
science while integrating cooperative education.  
Plus, we offer over 25 combined majors with 
other fields as diverse as English, math,  
and biology.

Master’s
Advanced programs get students  
job-ready through rigorous curriculum,  
innovative research, experiential learning,  
and a collaborative environment rich  
in faculty expertise.

PhD
Research-driven programs enable students 
to engage in exciting projects, a vibrant 
community, and a challenging curriculum  
that offers breadth and depth in areas 
both within computer science and across 
disciplines throughout Northeastern.

Certificate
Graduate-level programs provide high- 
quality training to accelerate computer 
science learning while putting students  
on track for academic growth—and  
career success.

COMPUTER SCIENCE  
FOR everyone

EXPLORE OUR  
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

ccis.northeastern.
edu/...

undergraduate-programs 
masters-programs 
phd-programs
certificate-programs
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This IS CCIS

our
PROGRAMS

+  
combined  
undergraduate  
majors 

MS programs
4 interdisciplinary  
with other colleges

PhD programs
3 interdisciplinary  
with other colleges

BS/BA  
programs 



our
RESEARCH

RESEARCH THAT  
MAKES AN impact

Our research teams collaborate on projects  
as varied as they are vital. Students and faculty  
work together in state-of-the-art classrooms 
and labs. Agile groups bring leading-edge 
research to the real world. Interdisciplinary 
institutes untangle society’s complexities. 
CCIS distinguished lectures inform and 
inspire. Today’s challenges demand 
transformative research. Here are just  
a few ways CCIS delivers:

Data Science
Developing new methods and tools for 
storage, retrieval, visualization, modeling, 
summarization, and interpretation of data—
all to impact a broad range of disciplines  
in our increasingly data-driven society.

Network Science
Investigating the universality and predictability  
of systems to solve the inherent problems of 
networks and create strategies that improve 
health and security.

Cybersecurity and Privacy 
Examining all areas of security, including 
cryptography, networks and systems, privacy,  
and cyber-physical systems to better design, 
implement, and replicate secure systems 
across industries.

Programming Languages
Exploring a deep understanding of 
programming languages—from purely 
functional to object-oriented imperative 
languages—and their use in practice.

Personal Health Informatics
Implementing groundbreaking technologies 
to improve access to health services and 
increase health technology availability  
and usability.

This IS CCIS
Our extensive and expanding  
range of research areas includes:

Algorithms and Theory    Artificial Intelligence    Cybersecurity  
and Privacy    Data Science    Formal Methods    Games    
Human-centered Computing    Machine Learning    Natural Language  
Processing and Information Retrieval    Network Science     
Personal Health Informatics    Programming Languages     
Robotics    Software Engineering    Systems and Networking

our
RESEARCH

CCIS conducts cutting-edge research  
in the core areas of computer science and 
across disciplines, with many faculty holding  
interdisciplinary appointments with other  
Northeastern colleges. All to tackle today’s  
most pressing issues and develop revolutionary  
new methods for advancing cybersecurity, 
data science, network science, health care, 
and more.

FUELED BY investigation,  
DRIVEN BY DISCOVERY

Our strong research program— 
backed by significant funding from major 
federal agencies and private industry— 
is propelled by a diverse environment, 
dynamic student body, and expert  
faculty seeking solutions.
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our
RESEARCH

EXPLORE OUR 
LATEST WORK

ccis.northeastern.
edu/research-areas



MAKING
AN IMPACT
ON THE  
worldThis  

IS CCIS

MAKING
AN IMPACT
ON THE  
world

SEEKING SOLUTIONS

We conduct 
revolutionary 
research to tackle 
today’s most 
pressing issues.
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our
FACULTYCCIS faculty are propelled by a sense  

of purpose. Determined to spark curiosity 
and insight. Devoted to create the next 
generation of thinkers, doers, leaders,  
and change-makers. Committed to bold, 
cross-disciplinary research that makes  
a difference.

WORKING together  
TO SOLVE TOUGH  
CHALLENGES

Great research relies on great collaboration. 
CCIS faculty work closely with students  
and researchers both across campus and  
at other universities. Plus, we partner with  
leading technology companies, government 
agencies, and forward-thinking organizations 
to yield important new discoveries.

Together, we work to address the biggest 
challenges facing society—from improving 
health care quality and efficiency, to 
understanding the impact of social networks, 
to increasing the reliability and security  
of the myriad systems that people turn  
to every day.

ENGAGING, INSPIRING,  
AND motivated TO MAKE  
A DIFFERENCE

MEET OUR TEAM

ccis.northeastern.
edu/people

Scaling our team to  
meet growing demands
Our tenure-track faculty has more than 
doubled in recent years—with more growth 
expected moving forward—while our expertise  
stretches beyond the walls of CCIS through 
interdisciplinary appointments at colleges 
across Northeastern.

our
FACULTY
our
FACULTY

This IS CCIS
“I joined CCIS to be at a place  
on the rise. There is an enormous 
opportunity for collaboration with 
highly motivated, smart faculty 
looking to do interesting, relevant 
work—and not caring about 
individual credit or traditional 
boundaries. We all want to be part 
of making something great.” 

David Choffnes    Assistant Professor
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EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING
& CO-OP

CO-OP: A PIPELINE  
OF FUTURE employees

Employers that hire CCIS co-op students get 
intelligent, highly motivated, full-time workers 
for six to eight months, providing the chance 
to mentor up-and-coming talent and gauge 
their future potential in the company. The 
benefits of the program are clear:
 
Outstanding education
CCIS is academically challenging. Our 
interdisciplinary research and education 
programs produce thought leaders and 
career professionals ready to meet the 
demands of an evolving computer  
science landscape.

Student readiness
In addition to the significant work experience 
gained through co-op, CCIS students are 
involved in research, hands-on projects,  
and hackathons. Our students are passionate  
about their work and ready to contribute  
to your organization.

Extended employment
The CCIS co-op is different than a typical 
internship because it provides employers 
enough time to train students and engage 
them in meaningful work—at a much lower 
cost than a permanent hire.

REAL-WORLD  
experiences DESIGNED  
TO ACCELERATE SUCCESS

Co-op students 
get a dynamic 

head start on their 
careers at pioneering 

companies like 
clypd.
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EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING
& CO-OP

This IS CCIS
Northeastern has one of the world’s largest  
and most innovative co-op programs. 

We place all students seeking a co-op—many  
in tech hubs like New York, San Francisco, Seattle, and Boston. 

CCIS undergrads typically go on two to three six-
month co-ops, while Master’s students gain up  
to 12 months of professional experience.

Two-thirds of CCIS undergrads are offered full-time 
positions by their co-op employers upon graduation.

Northeastern’s Career Services ranked #1 by Princeton 
Review and the Future Talent Summit global conference.

EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING
& CO-OP

EXPLORE EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING

ccis.northeastern.
edu/experiential- 
learningEXPERIENTIAL 

LEARNING
& CO-OP

EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING
& CO-OP

CCIS integrates experiential learning—
cooperative education (“co-op”), study 
abroad, and research opportunities—into 
its academic programs to add depth to 
classroom studies, advance knowledge  
in a particular field, and accelerate a 
student’s career path. By delivering real-
world experiences, we pave the way for  
new opportunities and position students  
for success.

Growing intellectually,  
personally, and professionally
Co-op makes the classroom experience 
more meaningful by strengthening academic 
education through immersion in practical 
experience. Undergraduate and Master’s 
students take the opportunity to go out on 
co-op, using what they’ve learned in their 
courses on the job, boosting self-confidence, 
and building crucial technical skills. All while 
growing both professionally and personally.



CCIS &
NORTHEASTERN

CCIS &
NORTHEASTERN
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Northeastern’s impact is felt around the 
world. Our students engage in experiential 
learning, co-ops on seven continents, 
and study abroad—while our Dialogue of 
Civilizations program provides opportunities 
to focus on critical issues at both the local 
and global levels. Our faculty researchers 
collaborate in Boston, across the U.S.,  
and internationally. Meanwhile, our campus 
connects students from 140 nations, and  
our esteemed alumni make a difference  
in 186 countries. 

Northeastern’s tradition of partnership and 
engagement creates a distinctive approach 
to education and research built on the  
values of experiential learning, innovation, 
and entrepreneurship. The same values  
hold strong at CCIS, where we continue  
to expand and evolve to meet the changing 
needs of our computer science students, 
faculty, and researchers.

INNOVATION IN A CITY  
KNOWN FOR excellence

Northeastern and CCIS both emphasize 
and invest in collaborative, interdisciplinary 
research, creating new capabilities in 
emerging areas. It’s one reason we’re so 
proud to call Boston home. The city and 
surrounding areas are world-renowned  
for academic and research excellence. 

A culture of innovation runs deep here— 
from thriving tech start-ups to research-
driven institutions and universities to 
numerous government and independent 
labs—providing ample opportunity for  
our students and faculty to collaborate,  
learn, and flourish. 

WHERE TEACHING AND  
RESEARCH ARE GROUNDED  
IN global ENGAGEMENT

This IS CCIS
We have programs at all Northeastern  
campuses located in technology hubs:

Boston: ccis.northeastern.edu

Charlotte: northeastern.edu/charlotte

Seattle: northeastern.edu/seattle

Silicon Valley: northeastern.edu/siliconvalley

Toronto: northeastern.edu/toronto

CCIS &
NORTHEASTERN



THIS  
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JOIN US  
AS we 
TAKE THE 
next STEP
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CCIS.
NORTH 
EASTERN.
EDU

617.373.2462

440 Huntington 
Avenue
202 West Village H
Boston, MA 02115

CCIS.
NORTH 
EASTERN.
EDU

THE FUTURE 
OF COMPUTER 
SCIENCE IS here 
As CCIS evolves to meet the challenges of an ever-changing 
world, your support is more critical than ever. Get involved. 
Partner on a research project. Or simply give now to help our 
students learn, engage, and make the next great discovery. 

ccis.northeastern.edu/give


